Exercise 2: Fill in the gaps. Use the following words and phrases:

outside – between – down/off – In – a scene of a busy street – next to – at the side of – In the middle of – on the left side – on (2) – into – on top of – the facial expression (Gesichtsausdruck) – must feel

This picture shows __________________________________________________. ........... the picture, I can see some people, who are ______________ and enjoy the nice weather. In the foreground you can see a dog in front of a car ........................................ the street and in the background there are a house ........................................ and a café on the right. ........................................ the picture, I can see a tree. It grows ........................................ the two buildings. A woman on the left side of the picture is running ................ a house, while a cat is sitting ............. its roof. In the image, there are a lot of animals: Another cat is climbing .............. the tree, a dog is ................ the roof of the café and, next to it, a third cat is jumping .............. that same roof. __________________________________________ of the man sitting in the café is very friendly. A female server is cleaning the table ...................... him. Both of them are smiling and ______________ happy.
Fill in the correct preposition:

... the top of the picture

... the back/

... the houses

... the tree

... the street

... the house

... the wall

... the roof

... the canopy (Vordach)

... the man

... the window

... the table is

... the front/

... the middle/

... the right side

... the left side

... the middle/

... the right side

... the bottom of the picture